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Introduction
This book explores the relationship between living,
code and software. Technologies of code and software
increasingly make up an important part of our urban
environment. Indeed, their reach stretches to even
quite remote areas of the world. Life in Code and
Software introduces and explores the way in which
code and software are becoming the conditions of
possibility for human living, crucially forming a
computational ecology, made up of disparate
software ecologies, that we inhabit. As such we need
to take account of this new computational
environment and think about how today we live in a
highly mediated, code-based world. That is, we live
in a world where computational concepts and ideas
are foundational, or ontological. Here, code and
software become the paradigmatic forms of knowing
and doing - to the extent that other candidates for
this role, such as air, the economy, evolution, the
environment, satellites, and so forth, are understood
and explained through computational concepts and

categories.
Certainly, computer code and software are not
merely mechanisms; they represent an extremely
rich form of media. They differ from previous
instantiations of media in that they are highly
processual. They can also have agency delegated to
them, which they can then prescribe back onto other
actors, but which also remains within the purview of
humans to seek to understand. As Kitchin argues:
across a diverse set of everyday tasks, domestic
chores, work, shopping, travelling,
communicating, governing, and policing,
software makes a difference to how social,
spatial, and economic life takes place. Such is
software's capacities and growing pervasiveness
that some analysts predict that we are entering
a new phase of ‘everyware’ (Greenfield, 2006);
that is, computational power will be distributed
and available at any point on the planet.
(Kitchin, 2011: 945)
The deeply interactive characteristic of code and
software makes computational media highly plastic
for use in everyday life, and as such it has been
highly successful in penetrating more and more into
the lifeworld. Digital code/software has created, and
continues to create, specific tensions in relation to old
media forms, such as the disruption it has produced
in the print, music and film industries, as well as
problems for managing and spectacularising the
relations of the public to the entertainment industry
and politics. This is something that relates to the

interests of the previous century’s critical theorists,
particularly their concern with the liquidation of
individuality and the homogenization of culture.
Nonetheless, there is also held to be a radical, if not
revolutionary kernel within the softwarization
project. It is a potential that is understood as
relating to the relative affordance code/software
appears to provide for autonomous individuals
within networks of association to share information
and communicate, often theorised as a form of
network politics. Indeed, as Deuze et al have argued:
Considering the current opportunity a media life
gives people to create multiple versions of
themselves and others, and to endlessly redact
themselves (as someone does with his/her profile
on an online dating site in order to produce
better matches), we now have entered a time
where… we can in fact see ourselves live,
become cognizant about how our lifeworld is 'a
world of artifice, of bending, adapting, of fiction,
vanity, a world that has meaning and value only
for the man who is its deviser' [Pirandello
1990, 39]. But this is not an atomized,
fragmented, and depressing world, or it does not
have to be such a world. (Deuze, Blank, and
Speers, 2012)
I want to understand the ecology in computational
ecology here as a broad concept related to the
environmental habitus of both human and nonhuman actors. My aim in doing so is to explore
changes that are made possible by the installation of
code/software via computational devices, streams,

clouds, or networks. This is what Mitcham calls a
‘new ecology of artifice’ (1998: 43). The proliferation
of contrivances that are computationally based is
truly breathtaking - each year we are provided with
fresh statistics that demonstrate just how profound
the new computational world is. For example, 427
million Europeans (or 65 percent) use the Internet
and more than 9 in 10 European Internet users
reading news online (Wauters, 2012). These
computationally based devices, of course, are not
static, nor are they mute, and their interconnections,
communications, operation, effects and usage remain
to be properly studied. It is a task that is made all
the more difficult: both by the staggering rate of
change, thanks to the underlying hardware
technologies, which are becoming ever smaller, more
compact, more powerful and less power-hungry; and
by the increasing complexity, power, range and
intelligence of the software that powers it.
These computational devices, particularly mobile
forms, also enable the assemblage of the new social
ontologies and the corresponding social
epistemologies that we have increasingly come to
take for granted in computational society, including
Wikipedia, Facebook, and Twitter. The extent to
which computational devices, and the computational
principles on which they are based and from which
they draw their power, have permeated the way we
use and develop knowledges in everyday life
continues to expand driven by the network effects of
digital media. The ability to call up information
instantly from a mobile device, combine it with

others, subject it to debate and critique through realtime social networks, and then edit, post and
distribute it worldwide would be incredible if it
hadn’t become so mundane (see, for example, Hall,
2011).
Today it should hardly come as a surprise that
code/software lies as a mediator between ourselves
and our corporeal experiences. Code/software are the
materialisation of computationality, in that they are
the medium through which structural features of
computation are realised and mediated. For example,
code/software disconnects the physical world from a
direct coupling with our physicality, whilst managing
a looser softwarized transmission system (see also
Parikka, 2012). Called ‘fly-by-wire’ in aircraft design,
in reality fly-by-wire is the condition of the
computational environment we increasingly
experience, and I elsewhere term computationality
(Berry, 2011). This is a highly mediated existence
and has been a growing feature of the (post) modern
world. Whilst many objects remain firmly material
and within our grasp, it is easy to see how a more
softwarized simulacra lies just beyond the horizon.
Not that software isn’t material, of course. Certainly,
it is embedded in physical objects and the physical
environment and requires a material carrier to
function at all. Nonetheless, the materiality of
software is without a doubt differently material,
more tenuously material, almost less materially
material. That is, the material form of code/software
is difficult to theorise and understand due to its
perceived invisibility or ethereality, while having

concrete effects nonetheless. This is partly, it has to
be said, due to software’s increasing tendency to hide
its depths behind glass rectangular squares which
yield only to certain prescribed forms of touch-based
interfaces. Here I am thinking both of physical
keyboards and trackpads, as much as haptic touch
interfaces, like those found in the iPad and other
tablet computers. Another way of putting this, as N.
Katherine Hayles (2004) has accurately observed, is
that print is flat and code is deep - although it is
useful to note that some theorists, such as Frabetti
(2010), have problematised Hayles' understanding of
code, print, and materiality.
Web Bugs, Beacons, and Trackers
Some examples will help to demonstrate how this
code-based world is increasingly being spun around
us. Firstly, we might consider the growing
phenomena of what are called ‘web bugs’ (also known
as ‘web beacons’); that is, computer programming
code that is embedded in seemingly benign surfaces,
but which is actively and covertly collecting data and
information about us.[1] As Madrigal explains:
This morning, if you opened your browser and
went to NYTimes.com, an amazing thing
happened in the milliseconds between your click
and when the news about North Korea and
James Murdoch appeared on your screen. Data
from this single visit was sent to 10 different
companies, including Microsoft and Google

subsidiaries, a gaggle of traffic-logging sites,
and other, smaller ad firms. Nearly
instantaneously, these companies can log your
visit, place ads tailored for your eyes
specifically, and add to the ever-growing online
file about you… the list of companies that
tracked my movements on the Internet in one
recent 36-hour period of standard web surfing:
Acerno. Adara Media. Adblade. Adbrite. ADC
Onion. Adchemy. ADiFY. AdMeld. Adtech.
Aggregate Knowledge. AlmondNet. Aperture.
AppNexus. Atlas. Audience Science… And that's
just the As. My complete list includes 105
companies, and there are dozens more than that
in existence. (Madrigal, 2012).
Web bugs are automated data collection agents that
are secretly included in the web pages that we
browse. Often held within a tiny one-pixel frame or
image, which is therefore far too small for the naked
eye to see, they execute code to secrete cookies onto
your computer so that they can track user behavior,
and send various information about the user back to
their servers.
Originally designed as ‘HTTP state management
mechanisms’ in the early 1990s, these data storage
processes were designed to enable webpages and
sites to store the current collection of data about a
user, or what is called ‘State’ in computer science.
Known as ‘web bugs for web 1.0’ (Dobias, 2010: 245),
they were aimed at allowing website designers to
implement some element of memory about a user,

such as a current shopping basket, preferences, or
username. It was a small step for companies to see
the potential of monitoring user behaviour by leaving
tracking information about browsing, purchasing and
clicking behaviour through the use of these early
‘cookies’.[2] The ability of algorithms to track
behaviour, and collect data and information about
users raises important privacy implications, but it
also facilitates the rise of so-called behaviour
marketing and nudges (for a behaviourist approach
see Eyal, 2012). These technologies have become
much more sophisticated in the light of Web 2.0
technologies and developments in hardware and
software: in effect, web bugs for web 2.0 (Dobias,
2010: 245).
Fortunately, we are seeing the creation of a number
of useful software projects to allow us to track the
trackers: Collusion, Foxtracks and Ghostery, for
example.[3] If we look at the Ghostery log for the
ChartBeat company it is described as:
Provid[ing] real-time analytics to web sites and
blogs. The interface tracks visitors, load times,
and referring sites on a minute-by-minute basis.
This allows real-time engagement with users
giving publishers an opportunity to respond to
social media events as they happen. ChartBeat
also supports mobile technology through APIs.
(Ghostery, 2012b)

Web bugs perform these analytics by running code
run in the browser without the knowledge of the
user, which if it should be observed, looks extremely
complicated.[4] Here are two early web bugs (web
1.0) collected by the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF) (1999):

•

•

•

•

<img
src="(http://ad.doubleclick.net/ad/pixel.quicken/NEW
)" width=1 height=1 border=0>
<IMG WIDTH=1 HEIGHT=1 border=0
SRC="(http://media.preferences.com/ping?
<ML_SD=IntuitTE_Intuit_1x1_RunOfSite_Any)
&db_afcr=4B31-C2FB-10E2C&event=reghome&
<group=register& time=1999.10.27.20.5 6.37">
Later web bugs (web 2.0) are not included here due
to the complexity and length of the code (but see the
3rd-party elements, or ‘3pes’, at
http://www.knowyourelements.com/ ).[5] It is
noticeable that this code is extremely opaque and
difficult to understand, even for experienced
computer programmers. Indeed, one suspects an
element of obfuscation, a programming technique to
reduce the readability of the code in order to shield
the company from observation. So far, in checking a
number of web bugs on a variety of websites, I have
been unable to find one that supplies any
commentary on what exactly the code is doing,
beyond a short privacy policy statement. Again
Ghostery (2012b) usefully supplies us with some

general information on the web bug, such as the fact
that it has been found on over 100,000 websites
across the Internet, and that the data collected is
'anonymous (browser type), pseudonymous (IP
address)', the data is not shared with third parties
but no information is given on their data retention
policies. As of 2nd March, 2012, Ghostery reported
that it was tracking 829 different web bugs across
the Internet. This is a relatively unregulated market
in user behavior, tracking and data collection, which
currently has a number of self-regulatory bodies,
such as the Network Advertising Initative (NAI). As
Madrigal reports: 'In essence, [the NAI] argued that
users do not have the right to *not* be tracked.
"We've long recognized that consumers should be
provided a choice about whether data about their
likely interests can be used to make their ads more
relevant," [they] wrote. "But the NAI code also
recognizes that companies sometimes need to
continue to collect data for operational reasons that
are separate from ad targeting based on a user's
online behavior."… Companies "need to continue to
collect data," but that contrasts directly with users
desire "not to be tracked"' (Madrigal, 2012).
These web bugs, beacons, pixels, and tags, as they
are variously called, form part of the dark-net
surveillance network that users rarely see, even
though it is profoundly changing their experience of
the internet in real-time by attempting to second
guess, tempt, direct and nudge behavior in particular
directions (see Parry, 2011). Ghostery ranked the
web bugs in 2010 and identified the following as the

most frequently encountered (above average):
Revenue Science (250x), OpenX (254x), AddThis
(523.6x), Facebook Connect (529.8x), Omniture
(605.7x), Comscore Beacon (659.5x), DoubleClick
(924.4x), QuantCast (1042x), Google Adsense
(1452x), Google Analytics (3904.5x) (Ghostery, 2011).
As can be seen in terms of relative size of encounter,
Google is clearly the biggest player by a long distance
in the area of user statistics collection. This data is
important because, as JP Morgan's Imran Khan
explained, a unique visitor to each website at
Amazon (e-commerce) is generating $189 per user, at
Google (search) it is generating $24 per user, and
although Facebook (social networking) is only
generating $4 per user, this is a rapidly growing
number (Yarrow, 2011). Keeping and holding these
visitors, through real-time analytics, customer
history, behavioural targeting, etc. is increasingly
becomong extremely profitable. Ghostery (2010) has
performed a useful analysis of their web bug
database that attempts to categorise the web bugs
found into 16 different types, which I have recategorised into five main types: (1)
Advertiser/Marketing Services, (2) Analysis/Research
Services, (3) Management Platforms, (4)
Verification/Privacy Services:
1.
•

Advertiser/Marketing Services:

a.
Advertiser: A company sponsoring
advertisement and ultimately responsible for the
message delivered to the consumer. Example: AT&T

•

•

•

b.
Exchange: A provider of marketplace
connecting advertisers to ad networks and data
aggregators (online and off), often facilitating
multiple connections and bidding processes.
Example: Right Media
c.
Network: A broker and often technology
provider connecting advertisers and publishers. (web
site operators) Example: Burst Media
d.
Publisher: Website operator who displays ads
for advertiser(s) in various types of campaigns.
Example: The New York Times

2.
•

•

•

•

•

Analysis/Research Services:

a.
Online Data Aggregator: Collects data from
online publishers and provides it to advertisers
either directly or via exchange. Example: BlueKai
b.
Offline Data Aggregator: Collects data from a
range of offline sources and provides data to
advertisers directly or via exchange. Experian
c.
Optimizer: Provider of analytics technology
and services for ROI assessment and content
optimization purposes. Example: ROILabs
d.
Research: Collects data for market research
purposes where no ads are serviced through this
data. Example: Example: Safecount
e.
Analytics Provider: Provider of cross-platform
statistical analysis to understand market
effectiveness and audience segmentation. Example:
Google Analytics

•

f.
Retargeter: Providers of technologies that
allow publishers to identify their visitor when they
place ads on third party sites. Example: Fetchback
3.

•

•

•

•

a.
Demand-Side Platform: A technology provider
that allows marketers to buy inventory across
multiple platforms or exchanges. DSPs often layer in
custom optimization, audience targeting, real-time
bidding and other services. Example: Invite Media
b.
Supply-Side Platform: A technology provider
that allows publishers to access advertiser demand
across multiple platforms or exchanges. SSPs often
layer in custom yield optimization, audience creation,
real-time bidding and other services. Example:
AdMeld
c.
Ad Server: Technology that delivers and tracks
advertisements independently of the web site where
the ad is being displayed. Example: DoubleClick
DART
d.
Agency: Provider of creative and buying
services (both audience and data) for advertisers.
Example: MediaCom
4.

•

Management Platforms:

Verification/Privacy Services:

a.
Ad Verification: Certifies or classifies
webpages in an effort to prevent advertisers’
campaigns from running on unsavory or blocked
content, and/or protects advertisers from having
other companies run their ads incorrectly. Example:
ClickForensics

•

b.
Online Privacy: Technology providers that
deliver information and transparency to consumers
on how 3rd party companies gather and use their
data. Example: Better Advertising

Image 1: Display Advertising Technology Landscape
(Luma, 2012)

Ghostery gives a useful explanation of how these
companies interoperate to perform a variety of
services for advertising and marketing clients:
A company like Turn Media is a technology
provider that allows marketers to buy inventory
across multiple platforms or exchanges, or a
Demand-Side Platform. They provide services

for marketers and agencies to centrally manage
buying, planning, targeting, and optimizing
media opportunities. Reasonably speaking,
however, you could also technically classify
them as an Optimizer because this process is
included under the umbrella of the platform.
Turn [Media] is deeply data driven and partners
with multiple data providers including BlueKai,
TargusInfo, eXelate, and others (Ghostery,
2010).
Of course, one element missing from this typology is
that of surveillance, and indeed it is no surprise that
web bugs perform part of the tracking technologies
used by companies to monitor staff. For example, in
2006 Hewlett Packard used web bugs from
readnotify.com to trace insider leaks to the journalist
Dawn Kawamoto and later confirmed in testimony to
a U.S. House of Representatives subcommittee that
it's ‘still company practice to use e-mail bugs in
certain cases’ (Evers, 2006; Fried, 2006).
As can be seen, this is an extremely textured
environment that currently offers little in terms of
diagnosis or even warnings to the user. The industry
itself, which prefers the term “clear GIF” to web bug,
is certainly keen to avoid regulation and keeps itself
very much to itself in order to avoid raising too much
unwarranted attention. Some of the current
discussions over the direction of regulation on this
issue have focused on the “do not track” flag, which
would signal a user's opt-out preference within an
HTTP header. Unfortunately, very few companies

respect the "do not track" header and there is
currently no legal requirement that they do so in the
US, or elsewhere (W3C, 2012). Although one can see
in this context the current debate over the EU
ePrivacy Directive, where the Article 29 Working
Party (A29 WP) has stated that ‘voluntary plans
drawn up by Europe's digital advertising industry
representatives, the European Advertising
Standards Alliance (EASA) and IAB Europe, do not
meet the consent and information requirements of
the recently revised ePrivacy Directive’ (Baker,
2012).
One of the newer, and perhaps indicative directions
of travel of these new web bugs under development is
called PersianStat, which claims to keep 'an eye on
1091622 websites': an Iranian web tracking and data
analytics website, it shows that this new code ecology
is not purely a Western phenomenon. With the
greater use of computational networked devices in
everyday life, from mobile phones to GPS systems,
these forms of tracking systems will only become
more invasive and aggressive in collecting data from
our everyday life and encounters. Indeed, it is
unsurprising to find that Americans, for example,
are not comfortable with the growth in use of these
tracker technologies. Pew (2012) found:
that 73 percent of Americans said they would
'not be okay' with being tracked (because it
would be an invasion of privacy)… Only 23
percent said they'd be 'okay' with tracking
(because it would lead to better and more
personalized search results)…Despite all those

high-percentage objections to the idea of being
tracked, less than half of the people surveyed -38 percent -- said they knew of ways to control
the data collected about them. (Garber, 2012;
Pew, 2012).
This contradiction between the ability of these
computational systems and surfaces to supply a
commodity to the user, and the need to raise income
through the harvesting of data which is in turn sold
to advertisers and marketing companies, shows that
this is an unstable situation. It also serves to
demonstrate the extent to which users are just not
aware of the subterranean depths of their
computational devices and the ability of these
general computing platforms to disconnect the user
interface from the actual intentions or functioning of
the device, whilst giving the impression to the user
that they remain fully in control of the computer. As
Garber observes, ‘underground network, surface
illusion… How much do we actually want to know
about this stuff? Do we truly want to understand the
intricacies of data-collection and personalization and
all the behind-the-screen work that creates the easy,
breezy experience of search ... or would we, on some
level, prefer that it remain as magic?’ (Garber, 2012).
An issue helpfully illustrated by the next case study
of the Stuxnet virus, which shows the extent to
which the magic of software can conceal its true
function.

Stuxnet
Stuxnet[6] is a computer worm which experts now
believe was aimed at the Iranian uraniumenrichment facility at Natanz, Iran.[7] The Stuxnet
worm, a subclass of computer virus, copied itself
repeatedly across computer systems until it found
the host that met its ‘strike conditions’, that is, the
location it was designed to attack, and activated its
‘digital warhead’, which may monitor, damage, or
even destroy its target. The name, ‘Stuxnet,’ is
‘derived from some of the filename/strings in the
malware - mrxcls.sys, mrxnet.sys’, the first part,
'stu', comes from the (.stub) file, mrxcls.sys; the
second part, 'xnet', comes from mrxnet.sys
(Kruszelnicki, 2011; mmpc2, 2010). Due to the
sophistication of the programming involved, this
worm is considered to have reached a new level in
cyberwarfare. Stuxnet has been called the first
'weaponized' computer virus, and it would have
required huge resources, like a test facility to model
a nuclear plant, to create and launch it (Cherry,
2010). As Liam O Murchu, an operations manager
for Symantec, explained:
Unlike the millions of worms and viruses that
turn up on the Internet every year, this one was
not trying to steal passwords, identities or
money. Stuxnet appeared to be crawling around
the world, computer by computer, looking for
some sort of industrial operation that was using
a specific piece of equipment, a Siemens S7-300
programmable logic controller. (60 Minutes,
2012b)

The Stuxnet worm works by undertaking a very
complex stealth infection and covers its tracks by
recording data from the nuclear processing system
which it then plays back to the operators to disguise
that it is actually gently causing the centifuges to
fail. This is known as a ‘man-in-the-middle attack’
because it fakes industrial process control sensor
signals so an infected system does not exhibit
abnormal behavior and therefore raise alarm. Again,
cleverly, the faults it creates in the plant are likely to
occur weeks after the sabotaged effort, and in a
targeted way, through the fatiguing of the motors –
this looks like a standard failure rather than an
attack. Indeed, Iran later confirmed that a number of
its centrifuges had been affected by an attack (CBS
News, 2010). A ‘senior Iranian intelligence official
said an estimated 16,000 computers were infected by
the Stuxnet virus’ (Assocated Press, 2012). The
Stuxnet worm is also interesting because it has builtin sunset code that causes the worm to erase itself
after 24 June, 2012, and hence hide its tracks. As
Zetter explains:
once the code infects a system, it searches for
the presence of two kinds of frequency
converters made by the Iranian firm Fararo
Paya and the Finnish company Vacon, making
it clear that the code has a precise target in its
sights… Stuxnet begins with a nominal
frequency of 1,064 Hz… then reduces the
frequency for a short while before returning it
back to 1,064 Hz… Stuxnet [then] instructs the
speed to increase to 1,410 Hz, which is 'very
close to the maximum speed the spinning

aluminum IR-1 rotor can withstand
mechanically',… [but] before the rotor reaches
the tangential speed at which it would break
apart… within 15 minutes after instructing the
frequency to increase, Stuxnet returns the
frequency to its nominal 1,064 Hz level. Nothing
else happens for 27 days, at which point a
second attack sequence kicks in that reduces the
frequency to 2 Hz, which lasts for 50 minutes
before the frequency is restored to 1,064 Hz.
Another 27 days pass, and the first attack
sequence launches again, increasing the
frequency to 1,410 Hz, followed 27 days later by
a reduction to 2 Hz. (Zetter, 2011)
Stuxnet disguises all of this activity by overriding
the data control systems and sending commands to
disable warning and safety controls that would
normally alert plant operators to these dangerous
frequency changes. Stuxnet is intriguing because it is
not a general purpose attack, but designed to unload
its digital warheads under specific conditions against
a specific threat target. It is also remarkable in the
way in which it disengages the interface, the screen
for the user, from the underlying logic and
performance of the machine.
Indeed, there has been a great deal of speculation
about whether a state would have been required to
develop it due to the complexities involved in being
able to test such a worm before releasing it into the
wild (Markoff and Sanger, 2010). Richard Clarke, the

former chief of counter-terrorism under Presidents
Clinton and Bush, argues that the built-in fail-safes
are an important clue to Stuxnet’s source and that
they point to the kinds of procedures found in a
Western government. He says, ‘If a [Western]
government were going to do something like
this…then it would have to go through a
bureaucracy, a clearance process, [and] somewhere
along the line, lawyers would say, “We have to
prevent collateral damage,” and the programmers
would go back and add features that normally you
don’t see in the hacks. And there are several of them
in Stuxnet’ (Gross, 2011). Indeed, the complexities
and structure of the worm are such that at least
thirty people would have been working on it
simultaneously in order to build a worm of this kind
(Zetter, 2010). This is especially true of a worm that
launched a so-called ‘zero-day attack’, that is, using a
set of techniques that are not public nor known by
the developer of the attacked system, in this case
Microsoft and Siemens. In actuality it was
remarkable for exploiting four different zero-day
vulnerabilities (Gross, 2011). Because of the layered
approach to its attack and the detailed knowledge
required of Microsoft Windows, SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) and PLCs
(Programmable Logic Controllers) systems, this
would have been a very large project to develop and
launch. Indeed, Eric Byres, chief technology officer
for Byres Security, has stated: ‘we’re talking manmonths, if not years, of coding to make it work the
way it did' (quoted in Zetter, 2010).

The two chief capabilities of Stuxnet are: (1) to
identify its target precisely using a number of
software based markers that give the physical
identity of the location away. Indeed, ‘attackers [had]
full, and I mean this literally, full tactical knowledge
of every damn detail of [the Natanz] plant’ (60
Minutes, 2012b); and (2) the capability to disengage
control systems from physical systems and to provide
a stealth infection into the computer system that
would fool the operators of the plant (also known as a
‘man-in-the-middle attack’). This was achieved
through the use of two ‘digital warheads’, called 417
and 315. The smaller, 315, was designed to slowly
reduce the speed of rotors leading to cracks and
failures, and the second larger warhead, 417,
manipulated valves in the centrifuge and faking
industrial process control sensor signals by modeling
the centifuges which were grouped into 164 cascades
(Langner, 2011). Indeed, Langner (2011) described
this evocatively as ‘two shooters from different
angles’. The Stuxnet worm was launched some time
in 2009/2010 and shortly afterwards:[8]
the all-important centrifuges at Iran's nuclear
fuel enrichment facility at Natanz began failing
at a suspicious rate. Iran eventually admitted
that computer code created problems for their
centrifuges, but downplayed any lasting
damage. Computer security experts now agree
that code was a sophisticated computer worm
dubbed Stuxnet, and that it destroyed more
than 1,000 centrifuges. (60 Minutes,
2012a)

The origin of the name Stuxnet is hypothesized from
an analysis of the approximately 15,000 lines of
programming code. The analysis performed by
Langner (2011) and others, was a close reading and
reconstruction of the programming logic by taking
the machine code, disassembling it and then
attempting to convert it into the C programming
language. The code could then be analysed for
system function calls, timers, and data structures, in
order to try to understand what the code was doing
(Langner, 2011). Indeed, as part of this process a
reference to 'Myrtus' was discovered, and the link
made to 'Myrtus as an allusion to the Hebrew word
for Esther. The Book of Esther tells the story of a
Persian plot against the Jews, who attacked their
enemies pre-emptively' (Markoff and Sanger,
2010).[9] Whilst no actor has claimed responsibility
for Stuxnet, there is a strong suspicion that either
the United States or Israel had to be involved in the
creation of such a sophisticated attack virus (see
Sanger, 2012). Its attack appears to have been
concentrated on a number of selected areas, with
Iran at the centre (see table 1).

•
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Iran - 52.2%
Indonesia - 17.4%
India - 11.3%
Pakistan - 3.6%
Uzbekistan- 2.6%
Russia - 2.1%
Kazakhstan - 1.3%
Rest of World - 9.4%

Table 1: Percentage Distribution of Stuxnet Infections
by Region (adapted from Matrosov et al n.d.).

Clearly, this kind of attack could be mobilized at
targets other than nuclear enrichment facilities, and
indeed the stealth and care with which it attempts to
fool the operators of the plants shows that
computational devices will undoubtedly be targets
for monitoring, surveillance, control and so forth in
the future. But, of course, once the code for
undertaking this kind of sophisticated cyberattack is
out in the open it is relatively trivial to decode the
computer code and learn techniques that would have
taken many years of development in a very short
time. As Sean McGurk explains, ‘you can download
the actual source code of Stuxnet now and you can
repurpose it and repackage it and then, you know,
point it back towards wherever it came from’ (60
Minutes, 2012b). Indeed, a different worm, called
Duqu, has already been discovered, albeit with
purposes linked to the collection of the data on
industrial control systems and structures, a so-called
‘Trojan’ (Hopkins, 2011).[10] As Alexander Gostev
reports:
There were a number of projects involving
programs based on the 'Tilded' [i.e. Stuxnet]
platform throughout the period 2007-2011.
Stuxnet and Duqu are two of them – there could
have been others, which for now remain
unknown. The platform continues to develop,
which can only mean one thing – we’re likely to
see more modifications in the future. (2012)

The increased ability of software and code via
computational devices to covertly monitor, control
and mediate, both positively and negatively, is not
just a case of interventions for deceiving the human
and non-human actors that make up part of these
assemblages. In the next section I want to look at the
willing compliance with data collection, indeed the
enthusiastic contribution of real-time data to
computational systems as part of the notion of
lifestreams, and more particularly the quantified self
movement.
Lifestreams
Lastly, I want to connect these developments in webbugs and worms with the growth in the use of selfmonitoring technologies called lifestreaming, or the
notion of the quantified self.[11] These have
expanded in recent years as the ‘real-time streams’
platforms have expanded, like Twitter and Facebook.
Indeed, some argue that ‘we’re finally in a position
where people volunteer information about their
specific activities, often their location, who
they’re with, what they’re doing, how they feel about
what they’re doing, what they’re talking
about…We’ve never had data like that before, at
least not at that level of granularity’ (Rieland, 2012).
This has been usefully described by the Economist,
who argue that the:
idea of measuring things to chart progress
towards a goal is commonplace in large
organisations. Governments tot up trade

figures, hospital waiting times and exam
results; companies measure their turnover,
profits and inventory. But the use of metrics by
individuals is rather less widespread, with the
notable exceptions of people who are trying to
lose weight or improve their fitness…But some
people are doing just these things. They are an
eclectic mix of early adopters, fitness freaks,
technology evangelists, personal-development
junkies, hackers and patients suffering from a
wide variety of health problems. What they
share is a belief that gathering and analysing
data about their everyday activities can help
them improve their lives—an approach known
as 'self-tracking', 'body hacking' or 'selfquantifying'. (2012)

This phenomena of using computational devices to
monitor health signals and to feed them back into
calculative interfaces, data visualisations, real-time
streams, etc. is the next step in social media. This
closes the loop of personal information online, which,
although it remains notionally private, is stored and
accessed by corporations who wish to use this biodata
for data mining and innovation surfacing. For
example:
The Zeo [headband]... has already generated the
largest-ever database on sleep stages, which
revealed differences between men and women in
REM-sleep quantity. Asthmapolis also hopes to

pool data from thousands of inhalers fitted with
its Spiroscout [asthma inhaler] sensor in an
effort to improve the management of asthma.
And data from the Boozerlyzer [alcohol
counting] app is anonymised and aggregated to
investigate the variation in people’s response to
alcohol. (Economist, 2012)
Lifestreams were originally an idea from David
Gelernter and Eric Freeman in the 1990s (Freeman,
1997; Gelernter, 2010), which they described as:
a time-ordered stream of documents that
functions as a diary of your electronic life; every
document you create and every document other
people send you is stored in your lifestream. The
tail of your stream contains documents from the
past (starting with your electronic birth
certificate). Moving away from the tail and
toward the present, your stream contains more
recent documents -- papers in progress or new
electronic mail; other documents (pictures,
correspondence, bills, movies, voice mail,
software) are stored in between. Moving beyond
the present and into the future, the stream
contains documents you will need: reminders,
calendar items, to-do lists. You manage your
lifestream through a small number of powerful
operators that allow you to transparently store
information, organize information on demand,
filter and monitor incoming information, create
reminders and calendar items in an integrated
fashion, and 'compress' large numbers of

documents into overviews or executive
summaries. (Freeman, 2000)
Gelernter originally described these ‘chronicle
streams’ (Gelernter, 1994), highlighting both their
narrative and temporal dimensions related to the
storage of documentation and texts. Today we are
more likely to think of them as ‘real-time streams’
and the timeline functions offered by systems like
Twitter, Facebook and Google+. These are
increasingly the model of interface design that is
driving the innovation in computation, especially in
mobile and locative technologies. However, in
contrast to the document-centric model that
Gelernter and Freeman were describing, there are
also the micro-streams of short updates, epitomized
by Twitter, which has short text-message sized 140
character updates. Nonetheless this is still enough
text space to incorporate a surprising amount of
data, particularly when geo, image, weblinks, and so
forth are factored in. Stephen Wolfram was one of
the first people to collect their data
systematically. As he explains, Wolfram started in
1989: 'So email is one kind of data I’ve systematically
archived. And there’s a huge amount that can be
learned from that. Another kind of data that I’ve
been collecting is keystrokes. For many years, I’ve
captured every keystroke I’ve typed—now more than
100 million of them' (Wolfram, 2012).
This kind of self-collection of data is certainly
becoming more prevalent and in the context of
reflexivity and self-knowledge, it raises interesting

questions about the increasing use of mathematics
and computation to understand and control the self.
The scale of data that is collected can also be
relatively large and unstructured. Nonetheless,
better data management and techniques for
searching and surfacing information from
unstructured or semi-structured data will no doubt
be revealing about our everyday patterns in the
future.[12]
Mobile 'apps' - small, relatively contained
applications that usually perform a single specific
function - have accelerated this way of collecting and
sending data. For example, the Twitter app on the
iPhone allows the user to send updates to their
timeline, but also search other timelines, check out
profiles, streams and so on. When created as apps,
however, they are also able to use the power of the
local device, especially if it contains the kinds of
sophisticated sensory circuitry that is common in
smartphones, to log GPS geographic location,
direction, etc. This is when life-streaming becomes
increasingly similar to the activity of web bugs in
monitoring and collecting data on the users that are
active on the network. Indeed, activity streams have
become a standard which is increasingly being
incorporated into software across a number of media
and software practices (see ActivityStreams n.d.). An
activity stream essentially encodes a user event or
activity into a form that can be computationally
transmitted and later aggregated, searched and
processed:

•

In its simplest form, an activity consists of an actor,
a verb, an object, and a target. It tells the story of a
person performing an action on or with an object -'Geraldine posted a photo to her album' or 'John
shared a video'. In most cases these components will
be explicit, but they may also be implied.
(ActivityStreamsWG, 2011, original emphasis)
This data and activity collection is only part of the
picture, however. In order to become reflexive data it
must be computationally processed from its raw
state, which may be structured, unstructured, or a
combination of the two. At this point it is common for
the data to be visualized, usually through a graph or
timeline, but there are also techniques such as heatmaps, graph theory, and so forth that enable the
data to be processed and reprocessed to tease out
patterns in the underlying data set. In both the
individual and aggregative use case, in other words
for the individual user (or lifestreamer) or
organization (such as Facebook), the key is to pattern
match and compare details of the data, such as
against a norm, a historical data set, or against a
population, group, or class or others.[13]
The patterned usage is therefore a dynamic real-time
feedback mechanism, in terms of providing steers for
behaviour, norms and so forth, but also offering a
documentary narcissism that appears to give the
user an existential confirmation and status. Even in
its so-called gamification forms, the awarding of

competitive points, badges, honours and positional
goods more generally is the construction of a
hierarchical social structure within the group of
users. It also encourages the user to think of
themselves as a set of partial objects, fragmented
dividuals, or loosely connected properties, collected
as a time-series of data-points and subject to
intervention and control. This can be thought of as a
computational 'care of the self', facilitated by an
army of oligopticans (Latour, 2005) in the wider
computational environment that observe and store
behavioural and affective data. However, this self is
reconciled through the code and software that makes
the data make sense. The code and software are
therefore responsible for creating and maintaining
the meaning and narratives through a stabilisation
and web of meaning for the actor.[14]
I now want to turn to how we might draw these case
studies together to think about living in code and
software and the implications for wider study in
terms of research and theorisation of computational
society.
Conclusions
It seems that a thread runs through web bugs,
viruses and now life-streaming itself: this is data
collection, monitoring and real-time feedback,
whether overt or covert. Whilst we can continue to
study these phenomena in isolation, and indeed
there can be very productive knowledge generated
from this kind of research, it seems to me that we

need to attend to the computationality represented in
code and software to better understand such
software ecologies (Berry, 2011).
One of the most interesting aspects of these systems
is that humans in many cases become the vectors
that both enable the data transfers and carry the
data that fuels the computational economy. Our
movements between systems, carrying USB sticks
and logging into email accounts and distant
networks, creates the channels through which data
flows or an infection is spread. The ability of these
viruses to take on some of the features of web bugs
and learn our habits and preferences in real-time
whilst secreting themselves within our computer
systems raises important questions, particularly in
relation to the complexity and obfuscated nature of
the code and its ability to track and collect data
surreptitiously. However, users are actively
downloading apps that advertise the fact that they
collect this data and seem to genuinely find an
existential relief or recognition in their movements
being recorded and available for later playback or
analysis. Web bugs are in many ways life streams albeit life streams that have not been authorized by
the user whom they are monitoring. This collection of
what we might call compactants are designed to
passive-aggressively record data.[15] With the notion
of compactants (computational actants) I want to
particularly draw attention to this passiveaggressive feature of computational agents that are
collecting information. Both in terms of their passive
quality – under the surface, relatively benign and

silent – but also the fact that they are aggressive in
their hoarding of data – monitoring behavioural
signals, streams of affectivity and so forth. The word
compact also has useful overtones of having all the
necessary components or functions neatly fitted into
a small package, and compact as in conciseness in
expression. The etymology from the Latin compact
for closely put together, or joined together, also
neatly expresses the sense of what web bugs and
related technologies are. That is, compactants are
interesting in terms of the distributed agency they
enable, which can be understood through the notion
of companion actants (see Haraway, 2003).
Interestingly, compactants are structured in such a
way that they can be understood as having a
dichotomous structure of datacollection/visualisation, each of which is a specific
mode of operation. Naturally, due to the huge
quantities of data that is often generated, the
computational processing and aggregation is often
offloaded to the ‘cloud’, or server computers designed
specifically for the task and accessed via networks.
Indeed, many viruses, for example, often seek to ‘call
home’ to report their status, upload data, or offer the
chance of being updated, perhaps to a more
aggressive version of themselves or to correct bugs.
We might also think about the addressee of these
wider computational systems made up of arrays or
networks of compactants, which in many cases is a
future actor. Within the quantified-self movement
there is an explicit recognition that the 'future self'

will be required to undo bad habits and behaviours of
the present-self. That is, that there is an explicit
normative context to a future self, who you, as the
present self may be treating unfairly, immorally or
without due regard to what has been described as
'future self continuity' (Tugend, 2012). This inbuilt
tendency toward the futural is a fascinating
reflection of the internal temporal representation of
time within computational systems, that is timeseries structured streams of real-time data, often
organised as lists. Therefore the past (as stored
data), present (as current data collection, or
processed archival data), and future (as both the
ethical addressee of the system and potential
provider of data and usage) are often deeply
embedded in the code that runs these systems. In
some cases the future also has an objective existence
as a probabilistic projection, literally a code-object,
which is updated in real-time and which contains the
major features of the future state represented as a
model; computational weather prediction systems
and climate change models are both examples of this.
There are many examples of how attending to the
code and software that structures many of the life,
memory and biopolitical systems and industries of
contemporary society could yield similarly revealing
insights into both our usage of code and software, but
also the structuring assumptions, conditions and
affordances that are generated. Our use of
computational models is growing, and our tendency
is to confuse the screenic representation visualised
by code/software with what we might call the real –

not to mention our failure to appreciate the ways in
which code’s mediation is co-constructive of, and
deeply involved in, the stabilisation of everyday life
today. Even so, within institutional contexts,
code/software has not fully been incorporated into
the specific logics of these social systems, and in
many ways undermines these structural and
institutional forms. We must remain attentive to the
fact that software engineering itself is a relatively
recent discipline and its efforts at systematisation
and rationalisation are piecemeal and incomplete, as
the many hugely expensive software system failures
attests. Of course, this code/software research is not
easy, the techniques needed are still in their infancy,
and whilst drawing on a wide range of scholarly work
from the sciences, social sciences and the arts and
humanities we are still developing our
understanding. But this should give hope and
direction to the critical theorists, both of the present
looking to provide critique and counterfactuals, but
also of the future, as code/software is a particularly
rich site for intervention, contestation and the
unbuilding of code/software systems.[16]
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Notes

[1] These include HTTP cookies and Locally Stored
Objects (LSOs) and document object model storage
(DOM Storage)
[2] ‘Cookies are small pieces of text that servers can
set and read from a client computer in order to
register its “state.” They have strictly specified
structures and can contain no more than 4 KB of
data each. When a user navigates to a particular
domain, the domain may call a script to set a cookie
on the user’s machine. The browser will send this
cookie in all subsequent communication between the
client and the server until the cookie expires or is
reset by the server’ (Mittal, 2010: 10).
[3] Ghostery describes itself on its help page: 'Be a
web detective. Ghostery is your window into the
invisible web – tags, web bugs, pixels and beacons
that are included on web pages in order to get an
idea of your online behavior. Ghostery tracks the
trackers and gives you a roll-call of the ad networks,
behavioral data providers, web publishers, and other
companies interested in your activity' (Ghostery,
2012a).
[4] For an example see,
http://static.chartbeat.com/js/chartbeat.js
[5] Also see examples at: (1) Chartbeat ; (2) Google
Analytics ; (3) Omniture ; (4) Advertising.com

[6] A computer worm is technically similar in design
to a virus and is therefore considered to be a subclass of a virus. Indeed, worms spread from computer
to computer, often across networks, but unlike a
virus, a worm has the ability to transfer itself
without requiring any human action. A worm is able
to do this by taking advantage of the file or
information transport features, such as the
networking setup, on a computer, which it exploits to
enable it to travel from computer to computer
unaided.
[7] One of the ways in which the Stuxnet attack
target was identified was through a close reading of
the computer code that was disassembled from the
worm and the careful analysis of the internal data
structures and finite state machine used to structure
the attack. Ironically, this was then matched by
Ralph Langner with photographs that had been
uploaded to the website of the President of Iran,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, and confirmed the
importance of the cascade structure, centrifuge
layout and the enriching process by careful analysis
of the accidental photographing of background
images on computers used by the president see
http://www.president.ir/en/9172 (see Peterson, 2012).
[8] The timestamp in the file ~wtr4141.tmp indicates
that the date of compilation was on 03/02/2010
(Matrosov et al., n.d.). Although there is suspicion
that there may be three versions of the Stuxnet code
in response to its discovery: 'Most curious, there were
two major variants of the worm. The earliest
versions of it, which appear to have been released in

the summer of 2009, were extremely sophisticated in
some ways but fairly primitive in others, compared
with the newer version, which seems to have first
circulated in March 2010. A third variant, containing
minor improvements, appeared in April. In
Schouwenberg’s view, this may mean that the
authors thought Stuxnet wasn’t moving fast enough,
or had not hit its target, so they created a more
aggressive delivery mechanism. The authors, he
thinks, weighed the risk of discovery against the risk
of a mission failure and chose the former' (Gross,
2011).
[9] Although there are some criticisms that this link
may be spurious. For instance, Cryptome (2010)
argues: It may be that the 'myrtus' string from the
recovered Stuxnet file path
"b:\myrtus\src\objfre_w2k_x86\i386\guava.pdb"
stands for "My-RTUs"as in Remote Terminal Unit.
[10] After having performed detailed analysis of the
Duqu code, Kaspersky Labs stated that they 'are
100% confident that the Duqu Framework was not
programmed with Visual C++. It is possible that its
authors used an in-house framework to generate
intermediary C code, or they used another completely
different programming language' (Evans, 2012).
[11] See http://quantifiedself.com/
[12] Wolfram further writes: 'It’s amazing how much
it’s possible to figure out by analyzing the various
kinds of data I’ve kept. And in fact, there are many
additional kinds of data I haven’t even touched on in

this post. I’ve also got years of curated medical test
data (as well as my not-yet-very-useful complete
genome), GPS location tracks, room-by-room motion
sensor data, endless corporate records—and much
much more…And as I think about it all, I suppose
my greatest regret is that I did not start collecting
more data earlier. I have some backups of my
computer filesystems going back to 1980. And if I
look at the 1.7 million files in my current filesystem,
there’s a kind of archeology one can do, looking at
files that haven’t been modified for a long time (the
earliest is dated June 29, 1980)' (2012).
[13] Some examples of visualization software for this
kind of life-streaming quantification and
visualization are shown on these pages from the
Quantified Self website:
http://quantifiedself.com/2011/03/personal-datavisualization/ , http://quantifiedself.com/2010/05/jawdropping-infographics-for/ ,
http://quantifiedself.com/2010/05/the-visualizationzoo/ , http://quantifiedself.com/2009/09/visualizationinspiration/
[14] See http://open.sen.se/ for a particularly good
example of this: 'Make your data history meaningful.
Privately store your flows of information and use rich
visualizations and mashup tools to understand
what's going on' (Sense, 2012).
[15] Computational actants, drawing the notion of
actant from actor-network theory. I also like the
association with companion actants, similar in idea
to companion species.

[16] Here I tentatively raise the suggestion that a
future critical theory of code and software is
committed to un-building, dis-assembling, and deformation of existing code/software systems, together
with a necessary intervention in terms of a positive
moment in the formation and composition of future
and alternative systems.
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